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Sometimes the most important questions are also the toughest to answer. 

 

For someone living, moving to or doing business with the United Kingdom in the last

year, the “Brexit Question” has been an important consideration. During the beginning of

2019 there have been several dates, votes and occasions when we expected to get a

detailed picture of what Brexit will mean. Yet we were then left staring at each other,

still wondering what the outcome might be. 

 

While we might not be able to solve the question as to what Brexit will look like in

this blog, we might be able to provide greater context for European equity investors.

 

Question 1: Have European companies that aren’t in the United Kingdom seen theirQuestion 1: Have European companies that aren’t in the United Kingdom seen their

performance impacted thus far by the Brexit Process?performance impacted thus far by the Brexit Process?

 

Our approach:

Start with the MSCI Europe Investable Market Index (IMI) universe, excluding United

Kingdom companies.

Group companies into two groups with those that derive more than 30% of their

revenue from the United Kingdom, and those that derive less than 30%.

We compare the median returns of these groups, and note the return of the MSCI

Europe Index, to give an idea of the market environment during these periods. 

Our conclusions:

Whether looking at 3-months, 1-year or 2-years after the Brexit referendum on 23

June 2016, there was a significant difference in median returns for companies based

on the amount of revenue received from within the UK. Over each period, having less

revenue from the UK led to higher median returns. 

More recently in 2019, there is less differentiation in the median returns for the

groupings in Figure 1 based on revenues from within the UK. 

While it’s logical to think that Brexit and the process that we have been undergoing

does matter, it may not be the sole factor influencing the returns of these companies.

We’d therefore caution investors against oversimplifying a complex issue based on a

single table. 

 

Figure 1: Sensitivity of European companies to revenues from the United KingdomFigure 1: Sensitivity of European companies to revenues from the United Kingdom
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Sources: Factset, Bloomberg. Returns are measured in local currencies and are not impacted by changes in exchange

rates. Companies for which Factset had no geographic revenue data were excluded from the analysis. Returns for the

>30% and <30% groupings are measured as the median of the returns of the respective stocks so as to mitigate the

impact of outliers. Periods are as follows: 23 May 2016 to 23 June 2016; 23 June 2016 to 23 September 2016; 23

June 2016 to 23 June 2017; 23 June 2016 to 23 June 2018; 29 September 2018 to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018

to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018 to 31 January 2019; 31 January 2019 to 26 February 2019.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Question 2: Have companies in the United Kingdom that do more business with theQuestion 2: Have companies in the United Kingdom that do more business with the

Eurozone seen returns impacted during the Brexit process?Eurozone seen returns impacted during the Brexit process?

 

Our approach:

Start with the MSCI United Kingdom Investable Market Index (IMI) universe.

Group companies into two groups where there are those that derive more than 30% of

their  revenue from the Eurozone and those that derive less than 30%. 

We compare the median returns of these group  and note the return of the MSCI United

Kingdom Index, to give an idea of the market environment during these periods. 

Our conclusions:

 

It’s important to consider the behaviour of the British pound during this period. For

example, the companies that derived greater than 30% of their revenues from the Eurozone

could be more globally oriented with respect to revenue distribution. This would

indicate a potential to perform strongly during periods where the British pound is

tending toward depreciation. Notably:

3 months after the Brexit referendum, the British pound dropped nearly 13%.

Companies deriving less revenue from within the Eurozone outperformed those that

derived more revenue from within the Eurozone. 

1 and 2 years after the vote, the UK equity market generally performed well, and the

companies deriving more revenues from the Eurozone performed better than those that

derived less revenues from the Eurozone. This wouldn’t necessarily mean investors

were ignoring potential Brexit concerns—we tend to think that the depreciation of

the British pound in these periods would have been the bigger factor. 

The differences between returns narrowed in the 2019 period shown. But the median

returns in February indicate that companies with less revenues from the Eurozone

outperformed. 

 

Figure 2: Sensitivity of United Kingdom companies to revenues from the EurozoneFigure 2: Sensitivity of United Kingdom companies to revenues from the Eurozone
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Sources: Factset, Bloomberg. Returns are measured in local currencies and are not impacted by changes in exchange

rates. Companies for which Factset had no geographic revenue data were excluded from the analysis. Returns for the

>30% and <30% groupings are measured as the median of the returns of the respective stocks so as to mitigate the

impact of outliers. Periods are as follows: 23 May 2016 to 23 June 2016; 23 June 2016 to 23 September 2016; 23

June 2016 to 23 June 2017; 23 June 2016 to 23 June 2018; 29 September 2018 to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018

to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018 to 31 January 2019; 31 January 2019 to 26 February 2019.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Question 3: How different were the returns of those companies that derived moreQuestion 3: How different were the returns of those companies that derived more

revenue from within the United Kingdom versus those that derived less revenuesrevenue from within the United Kingdom versus those that derived less revenues

from within the United Kingdom? If the United Kingdom economy is perceived to befrom within the United Kingdom? If the United Kingdom economy is perceived to be

at risk of slowing down due to the Brexit process, companies that are moreat risk of slowing down due to the Brexit process, companies that are more

domestic in their revenue distributions could be at greater risk. domestic in their revenue distributions could be at greater risk. 

  

Our approach:

Start with the MSCI United Kingdom IMI Index universe.

Group companies into two groups where there are those that derive more than 30% of

their revenue from the United Kingdom, and those that derive less than 30%.

We compare the median returns of these groups and note the return of the MSCI United

Kingdom Index, to give an idea of the market environment during these periods. 

Our conclusions:

It’s important to consider the behaviour of the British pound during this period.

For example, companies that derived less than 30% of their revenues from the United

Kingdom would be more globally oriented with respect to their revenue distribution.

This would indicate a potential to perform more strongly during periods where the

British pound is tending toward depreciation. The results in Figure 3 show 3

significant periods of British pound depreciation after the Brexit referendum. The

median returns of the stocks with less than 30% of revenues from the United Kingdom

outperformed in each of these periods. 

During the periods of British pound strength in Figure 3 after the Brexit

referendum, the most domestically oriented companies in the United Kingdom saw

median returns outperform. 

Figure 3: Sensitivity of United Kingdom companies to revenues from the UnitedFigure 3: Sensitivity of United Kingdom companies to revenues from the United

KingdomKingdom

 

Sources: Factset, Bloomberg. Returns are measured in local currencies and are not impacted by changes in exchange

rates. Companies for which Factset had no geographic revenue data were excluded from the analysis. Returns for the

>30% and <30% groupings are measured as the median of the returns of the respective stocks so as to mitigate the

impact of outliers. Periods are as follows: 23 May 2016 to 23 June 2016; 23 June 2016 to 23 September 2016; 23

June 2016 to 23 June 2017; 23 June 2016 to 23 June 2018; 29 September 2018 to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018

to 26 February 2019; 31 December 2018 to 31 January 2019; 31 January 2019 to 26 February 2019.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any
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investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

ConclusionConclusion

 

While we think these summary statistics are interesting and worth thinking about, they

don’t represent the full story on the Brexit impact. 

 

As of this writing, we still don’t know exactly what Brexit will mean. And underlying

companies have different cost structures and exposures, which might impact the picture

differently once the Brexit situation contains greater and more certain details. 

 

Geographic revenue is an important measure, but we’d indicate that it isn’t the sole

measure to consider.
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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